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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that contains the resources in the
following table.
VM1 and VM2 run the websites in the following table.
AppGW1 has the backend pools in the following table.
DNS resolves site1.contoso.com, site2.contoso.com, and site3.contoso.com to the IP address of
AppGW1.
AppGW1 has the listeners in the following table.
AppGW1 has the rules in the following table.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Vm1 is in Pool1. Rule2 applies to Pool1, Listener 2, and site2.contoso.com

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is an IT business owner's BEST course of action following an unexpected
increase in emergency changes?
A. Conducting a root cause analysis
B. Evaluating the impact to control objectives
C. Validating the adequacy of current processes
D. Reconfiguring the IT infrastructure
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
When you resize the Amazon RDS DB instance, Amazon RDS will perform the upgrade during
the next maintenance window. If you want the upgrade to be performed now, rather than
waiting for the maintenance window, specify the __ option.
A. Apply Now
B. Apply This
C. Apply Soon
D. Apply Immediately
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which documents are key outputs of the portfolio definition cycle?
A. Portfolio Benefits Management Framework and Portfolio Benefits Realization Plan
B. Portfolio Strategy and Portfolio Resource Schedule
C. Portfolio Strategy and Portfolio Delivery Plan
D. Portfolio Management Framework and Portfolio Delivery Plan
Answer: C
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